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Curious George And The
Firefighters
Collects six Curious George tales, including the curious
monkey's visit to a bookstore, a fire station, and a farm.
When the man with the yellow hat tells George that he is
planning a surprise, of course George is curious. Before long
George finds a hat, noisemakers, decorations, and games. It
must be a birthday! But whose birthday is it? That’s the
surprise! This paperback edition now includes a maze and a
birthday vocabulary seek-and-find.
George's adventures with bunnies, fishing poles, and a
powerful kite are told in a simplified text suitable for firstgraders to read themselves.
Margret and H.A. Rey's Curious George and the
FirefightersHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
In this story starring the character beloved by generations of
children, it’s time for some cheese, tomato…and trouble!
George is going to a pizza party! He’s so excited. He loves
pizza and parties. George promises to be on his best monkey
behavior, but when he gets to the party and sees all of that
pizza dough, George cooks up an idea . . . a big idea that
lands him in big trouble! This delicious picture book featuring
everyone’s favorite primate also includes a recipe for healthy
veggie mini-pizzas.
George and the man with the yellow hat enjoy watching the
winter sports competition. When they stop to warm up with
some cocoa, George's curiosity about the racing equipment
leads to some wild rides up and down the slopes. He creates
quite a stir at the resort, and may even create a new sport!
While on a field trip to a fire station with Mrs. Gray's class,
Curious George goes off on his own and is soon at the scene
of a fire, where he finds a way to be helpful.
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Now with read-aloud audio! When George joins Mrs. Gray's
class for field trip to the fire station, his curiosity gets the best
of him. After he strays from the group to see where that shiny
silver fire pole leads, he tries on black rubber boots, a
fireman's jacket, and trademark helmet. Just as he suits up in
uniform, the fire bell rings. An emergency! George simply has
to tag along. But what will a curious little monkey do when
they arrive on the scene? Help, of course! Fortunately, it is
only a small fire near the park. But those kids playing ball on
the grass there sure catch his attention. Now what? The
audio for this Read-Aloud ebook was produced and
engineered by Perry Geyer at Cybersound Recording Studios
(349 Newbury St., Ste. 201, Boston, MA 02115). Music theme
composed by Cybersound Studios (Perry Geyer, Silvio
Amato, Michael Africk, Greg Hawkes). Engineers: Perry
Geyer (music production and sound design), Rob Whitaker
(editing and mixing engineer), Samuel Creager (editing,
sound design, and mixing engineer), Marcus Clark, Corey
Rupp. Assistant engineers: Dave Chapman, Mike Pekarski,
Justin Sheriff, Daniel Wrigley, Andrew Sardinha, Mami
Ienaga, Kevin Notar, Maria Goulamhoussen. Sheridan
Willard, John Huang, John Schmidt. Voiceover by Joyce
Kulhawik.

Curious George sets off a false alarm while visiting the
fire station but redeems himself by rescuing a Dalmatian
puppy.
Riding forward and backward on his bicycle and letting
pigs in and out of their pen, George, in his typical
inquisitive manner, explores opposites in this simple
book.
In 1940, Hans and Margret Rey fled their Paris home as
the German army advanced. They began their harrowing
journey on bicycles, pedaling to Southern France with
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children’s book manuscripts among their few
possessions. Louise Borden combed primary resources,
including Hans Rey’s pocket diaries, to tell this dramatic
true story. Archival materials introduce readers to the
world of Hans and Margret Rey while Allan Drummond
dramatically and colorfully illustrates their wartime trek to
a new home. Follow the Rey’s amazing story in this
unique large format book that resembles a travel journal
and includes full-color illustrations, original photos, actual
ticket stubs and more. A perfect book for Curious George
fans of all ages.
While on a field trip to a fire station with Mrs. Gray's
class, Curious Geroge goes off on his own and is soon at
the scene of a fire, where he finds a way to be helpful.
There are so many colorful, delicious flavors of ice cream
in Mr. Herb's store. Which should George try? Why not a
scoop of everything? It doesn't take long for a
mischievous monkey to make a mountain of a mess, but
Curious George manages to turn chaos into triumph as
only he can.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and text highlighting for an engaging read
aloud experience! Let's Meet a Firefighter! Are you
curious about fire trucks? Firefighting clothes? Hoses
and ladders? You're in luck! Firefighter Jim works at the
fire department. He knows how to handle all kinds of
emergencies. He shows a group of kids how he does his
job. Let’s hear it for firefighters! "Cartoon-style animated
drawings in bright colors introduce diverse characters
who will capture children's interest." —School Library
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benefiting career, schoolchildren meet one adult to learn
about his or her job; information includes the training
required to become a firefighter, doctor, etc., daily
routines, and primary responsibilities. The content is
inclusive and up-to-date but delivered though vapid
stories. Peppy computer-generated cartoons are
amateur." - The Horn Book Guide Free downloadable
series teaching guide available.
A trip to the toy store can bring out a monkey’s playful
side . . . A new toy store is opening and George can’t
wait. But once George gets inside, the owner thinks his
antics may be bad for business. It’s not long before
George has her jumping through hoops to try to contain
his curiosity. Will George’s playful nature really drive
customers away, or will everyone’s favorite monkey find
a clever way to save the day?
George and the man with the yellow hat take a trip to the
firehouse, and George finds all sorts of new things to
explore. When one curious monkey meets a company of
unsuspecting firefighters, a big adventure is sure to
follow!
George and the man with the yellow hat take a field trip
to the firehouse where this curious monkey meets a
company of unsuspecting firefighters who are off to the
rescue! Includes stickers and downloadable audio.
The mischievous monkey floats a boat in this picture
book based on the Emmy-winning PBS series! When
George’s friend Bill asks him to mind his model boat,
George accidentally sinks the boat—right before a model
boat competition! Experimenting with the buoyancy of his
toys, though, George is able to construct another boat
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that floats. With activities included and simple text, this
reader will delight little ones—and show them how to
make their own paper boat.
After repeatedly disastrous efforts to get himself out of
trouble, George ends up being the first monkey in space.
Curious George is helping Professor Wiseman train for a
race, but she thinks running is boring. Can George find a
way to show her that running is fun before the big race?
“He was a good little monkey and always very curious.”
This is how H. A. Rey and his wife, Margret, first
introduced their now beloved troublemaker-hero to
young readers in 1941. This picture ebook features the
Reys’ original (quite dramatic!) story of how George first
encountered the man in the yellow hat in Africa. For
more monkey fun, investigate www.curiousgeorge.com
and discover all the latest on Curious George books,
promotions, games, activities, and more!
Katy's distress at being a kangaroo with no pouch is
quickly remedied by a kindly construction worker.
Readers learn the alphabet along with George as the
man in the yellow hat teaches the curious monkey how
to read.
Curious George explores the different parts of a fire truck
and helps control a fire.
Curious George heads to a bookstore where his favorite
author is signing books, but while waiting in line, he decides
to browse and organize some open boxes.
Tired of being treated differently by his family just because he
is spotted and the other rabbits are white, Spotty sets out on
his own to seek acceptance. This edition of the original 1940s
classic, with its vintage pictures and optimistic ending, offers
a story that still needs to be told.
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Curious George and the man with the yellow hat visit the zoo.
A hungry Curious George snatches a pail of bananas from
the zoo keeper. Though he shouldn't have taken the
bananas, George soon changes the zookeeper's shouts to
praise with his clever, helpful ways.
George creates a mess when he boards a dump truck filled
with dirt
After creating a mess at the local fire station while taking a
tour, George is swept along with the firefighters to the scene
of a fire. Although he isn’t able to help put out the fire,
George brings his own set of special monkey talents to the
situation and proves that maybe a fire dog shouldn’t be the
only animal allowed to come along for the ride. This new
English/Spanish edition includes highly readable text.
Curious George loves making new friends, and he really hits
it off with Blaze, the new fire dog. But Blaze keeps running
away from the firehouse, and the firefighters need George's
help to get her to stay. When Blaze winds up in the animal
shelter, George and his firefighter friend Sam learn how to
keep her safe by putting a tag on her collar and making sure
she's not lonely. Based on the Emmy Award–winning PBS TV
show, this reader includes bonus activities and further
information about pet care and animal shelters. For more
monkey fun, check out www.curiousgeorge.com for the latest
books, promotions, games, activities, and more!
Curious George's natural inclination to find out more about
everything leads him to interfere with a baseball game.
Spend a splashy summer day at the pool with Curious
George! In this storybook, George helps his friend Lucy learn
to swim, despite her fears. But can our favorite mischievous
little monkey follow the pool rules? Curious George and his
friend are spending a fun summer day at their local pool. Kids
are swimming, diving, and playing pool games, and there's
even a snack stand! George can't wait to spend the whole
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day in the water, but when he sees his friend Lucy afraid to
swim, George wants to help. Join George as he learns the
pool rules and has lots of summer fun at the pool!
In this Green Light Reader based on "Curious George," the
Emmy Award-winning PBS TV show, George learns about
animal shelters and pet care when he helps the firefighters
with their new dog, Blaze.
Curious George runs away from the zoo and after many
adventures ends up a movie star.
H.A. Rey and his wife Margret first introduced young readers
to the big-hearted, fun-loving troublemaker-hero Curious
George in 1941. In this 200-page hardcover treasury, Curious
George fans will find eight stories based on the popular
primate, painted in Rey’s original watercolor and charcoal
style: Curious George Goes to a Chocolate Factory (1998),
Curious George and the Puppies (1998), Curious George
Makes Pancakes (1998), Curious George Feeds the Animals
(1998), Curious George Goes to a Movie (1998), Curious
George and the Hot Air Balloon (1998), Curious George in
the Snow (1998), and Curious George’s Dream (1998). A
five-page essay about the author-illustrator team closes this
appealing collection of adventures for Curious George fans
young and old. For more monkey fun, investigate
www.curiousgeorge.com and discover all the latest on
Curious George, books, promotions, games, activities, and
more!
In the hot days of summer, Curious George the monkey looks
for ways to stay cool, including going to the pool, playing in
the sprinklers, and drinking lemonade, but what he really
wants is a visit from the ice cream truck.
Collects eight Curious George stories following the
adventurous little monkey as he visits the fire station, makes
a dinosaur discovery, and plants a tree.
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